Timestamp changes on OneDrive documents

We noted a case where a timestamp on a document had been updated on OneDrive after the computer time/date was modified. The details of this case are noted here in this knowledge article.

Information

We have documented a scenario where changing the time on your computer will change the time-stamp on a document in OneDrive.

Background – Student was supposed to submit 2 documents for an assignment. He only submitted one and claimed the other he had finished too, he just forgot to submit it. He emailed Jake a screenshot of the assignment in OneDrive and when it was last edited.

I changed the time on my computer from 3pm to 12pm, created a document in OneDrive and when I checked the timestamp the next day after my computer had reset to the correct time, it still showed that I had last edited the document at the time I changed my computer to.

*should say yesterday at 3pm

This confirms that if you change the time of your computer it will affect the time-stamp of the document.